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Abstract:
Currently, minimally invasive surgical treatment has ended up the usual approach in
an extensive style of interventions.
Robotic surgical treatment is an emerging field specifically, in a laparoscopic surgical
operation. Many agencies have manufactured robotic structures with different skills
and fee tags.
With robotic systems as the da Vinci Surgical System (daVSS), the power of organ
transplantation is carried out with minimally invasive fashion.
Da Vinci device received its recognition from its advantages, within the factor of the
most effective ergonomic surroundings for the operator, and a 3D vision that restores
the hand-eye coordination misplaced in the laparoscopic approach.
Within the kidney transplant area, the robotic-assisted surgery applied in donor
nephrectomy and recipient kidney transplants.
Every other use for the robotic within the field of kidney transplantation, that it's been
described in recipients for the remedy of complications related to surgery, and radical
prostatectomy in kidney transplant recipients with higher effects
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Abbreviation:
specifically, in the laparoscopic surgical procedure. Many organizations
have manufactory some robot structures with exclusive talents and fee tags.
The rapid improvement and development in the device along with camera
structures, insufflators, devices, and
surgical tactics for minimally invasive
surgeries have modified interventions
during the last few years.
The drawbacks of traditional laparoscopic surgical operations are conquered by the usage of the robotic systems
for robot-assisted surgery and consist
of overcome decreased visualization,
limited range of movement, and physiological tremor of the health care
professional. (1) Robotic-assisted surgical procedure (RAS) is safe and
possible in performing a tough and

daVSS: da Vinci Surgical System
RADN: Robotic Assisted donor
nephrectomy
3-D: 3-dimensional
KT: Kidney Transplant
LDN:Laparoscopic donor nephrectomy
WIT: Warm ischemia time
Starting of robotic in transplant
surgical treatment
In the latest many years, minimally
invasive surgical treatment has
received considerable significance and
end up a first-class approach in a huge
kind of intervention.
Also besides, traits consist of robot
surgery it is an emerging subject
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complex technique, (2) like organ
transplantation than with conventional
laparoscopic
strategies,
they
considered unsuitable for minimally
invasive surgical treatment. (3)
But, with robot systems much likes the
da Vinci Surgical machine (Intuitive
Surgical, Sunnyvale, CA, USA), the
power of surgeons has significantly
elevated and organ transplantation is
accomplished with minimally invasive
style. (4)
Robotic in the area of kidney
transplant
Inside the kidney transplant discipline,
the robot-assisted surgical operation
utilized in donor nephrectomy and
recipient kidney transplants
Robotic-Assisted donor nephrectomy
(RADN)
Many advantages provided by means
of Living kidney transplantation over
deceased one within the kind of
immediate characteristic of the
allograft, superior lengthy-time period
patient and graft survival, much less
ready time, and consequently the
opportunity
of
preemptive
(5)
transplantation.
Over
50
years,
open
donor
nephrectomies had been the first-rate
method to urge the graft, till, Ratner et
al who implement laparoscopic donor
(6)
nephrectomy in 1995.
The
laparoscopic method provides benefits
for donor nephrectomy with less blood
loss,
pain,
improved
aesthetic
consequences,
and
early
convalescence.
The laparoscopic approach now could
be enormous and is that the commonest
approach
for
acting
donor
nephrectomies, main to encouraging
living donation with a variety of the
donor pool. (7, 8)
The Da Vinci Surgical System
(Intuitive Surgical Inc.), approved by
the US Food and Drug Administration;
In 2000, as one of the mini-invasive
strategies that integrate the robotic

method and computer imaging that
assist within the microsurgery subject,
for its use inside the US.
Da Vinci system received its
recognition from its advantages
compared
with
open
surgical
operation,
superior
ergonomic
surroundings for the operator, and a
three-Dimensional (3D) imaginative
and prescient device that restores the
hand-eye coordination misplaced in
laparoscopic technique. (9, 10)
The University of Illinois at Chicago
published the primary series of donor
nephrectomies with robotic-assisted, in
2001. (11, 12) Since then, there has been
an upward thrust in the use of the da
Vinci machine in many facilities with
thinking about the robot as a secure
and possible technique with wonderful
outcomes
with
less
morbidity
compared with the laparoscopic
approach. (10, 13)
Janki et al reported their series (14) that
show left-sided RADN is secure and
viable with better consequences for the
donor, additionally for the recipient
and post-operative graft survival after
3 months.
Although the RADN approach can also
take long operative time; however, 3D
imaging, higher tool maneuverability,
and comfort are acquired.
The time element will enhance swiftly
with extended experience and nicelyskilled surgeons and approximate
mimic the time of different techniques.
(14)

Bhattu et al. (15) achieved their trial that
turned into a randomized controlled
one with comparing RADN to
laparoscopic
donor
nephrectomy
(LDN). They conclude that RADN is
safe and with low morbidity than LDN.
With the utilization of the robot
method, ease technical use and higher
renovation of a longer length of the
renal artery on the right side has
obtained while left-sided is related to
longer warm ischemia time (WIT)
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however with none negative impact on
graft outcome.
Despite the fact that RADN appears
safe and viable; however, it had been
limited to certain case series, because
of lengthy WIT and higher prices, the
system appears to be, constrained to
high-quantity centers.
Robotic Kidney Transplantation
Kidney transplantation is the ‘gold
widespread’ approach of treatment for
patients with end-stage renal disease
because it increases survival and improves the same old and amount of
lifestyles. (16)
To this point, the open method has
been the gold preferred in KT, in spite
of its invasiveness and excessive morbidity.
Minimally invasive surgical treatment
is a superb opportunity method to the
open approach in decreasing morbidity.
In a Kidney transplant, the minimally
invasive methods consist of traditional
laparoscopic with both (transperitoneal
or retroperitoneal), robotic-assisted,
also minimal open -access. (17)
In standard, the minimally invasive
surgical operation provides enormous
benefits to sufferers, in the kind of
better peri- and postoperative outcmes,
as regards brief hospital stay, less
postoperative pain, short convalescence period, minimal wound infections,
and better cosmetic consequences. (18)
Many blessings of the robot techniques
in the technical aspect as in reconstructive and vascular surgical treatment.
As within the literature, it lets in the
overall performance of an exquisite
vascular anastomosis and ureteric
reimplantation. (19–22)
Giulianotti et al. (23) did the primary
pure RAKT in 2010 after they executed in a morbidly obese affected person
within the USA.
The first European case of RAKT,
posted by means of Boggi et al. (24),
throughout which vascular anastomosis

of the graft achieved by using the
usage of the robotic wherein ureterovesical anastomosis become done with
the aid of open manner;
Thereafter, the RAKT technique was
standardized in 2014, through Menon
et al. (25) in their study on 25 patients
who underwent RAKT with a followup time of 6 months. Accompanied by
means Breda et al. (20) and Doumerc
et al. (26) in 2015, wherein they did
RAKT that became finished by using
the use of the robotic for the first time
in Europe.
In step with the literature, robot
surgical procedure presents many
blessings in technical and useful issue
while applied in KT. in particular in
the narrow and deep field and whilst
delicate dissection and satisfactory
suture are wished; those are because of
the benefits of robotic as regard to 3D
vision, freedom of movement in seven
degrees, amazing magnification, and
elimination of tremor. (22) Therefore
the use of the robot in surgical
treatment helps in doing very sensitive
vascular anastomosis and ureteric
reimplantation.
Moreover, as many centers are now
doing RAKT, it considers being secure
and possible surgical procedures in
experts in KT and robot surgeries. (27)
Notwithstanding the advantages of
robot surgical operation, some dangers
are present like extended time of
surgical operation and ischemia time
that cause graft harm and postpone
graft feature. (17, 27)
Marzouk et al. (17, 28) published their
experience that shows anastomosis
time more than 29 min increases the
incidence of delayed graft function
within the postoperative period. This
agreement with the results of
Weissenbacher et al. (24) shows prolonged ischemia time more than 30 min
hurts patients and graft survival,
therefore RAKT better only did with
expert surgeons in high-volume centers
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to avoid kidney injury from long
ischemia time.
One of the critical steps in RAKT is
allograft instruction inside the Back
table to facilitate the orientation of the
graft and reduce blood loss after
reperfusion.
Lately, Tsai et al. (29) published their
first experiences in retroperitoneal
RAKT with excellent consequences.
Obese patients have a high rate of
surgical site infections, in series of
Laplace et al. (30) on 100 patients that
RAKT has been done show that about
ninety-nine% immediate renal grafts
characteristic become attained with
absent surgical site infections and
outcomes were nearly like non-obese
recipients. (31) This research highlights
the significance of enforcing a
substitute surgical technique in obese
kidney transplant recipients.
Another uses for robot inside the
subject of kidney transplantation, that
it has been defined in recipients for the
treatment of complications associated
with surgery, like cases of lymphocele,
pyeloureterostomy for ureteral stricture
(32)
, partial nephrectomy simply in case
of mass within the allograft (33), graft
nephrectomy by using transabdominal
approach (34), and radical prostatectomy
for prostate cancer treatment in kidney
transplant recipients (35) with higher
outcomes
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